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Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, I feel quite a
greybeard at being introduced by your President and my
friend Mr. Housiaux as one of the oldest Foreign Ministers
in office. These are temporary dignities. I am deeply
conscious of this, but I am more conscious of the warmth
of your welcome.

It is true, Mr. President, that during the past few
years I have had the privilege on numerous occasions of
addressing the WEU Assembly, the oldest-established and most
comprehensive organisation, if I may say so, in respect of
its European political objectives. I would add - and I have
pleasure in coming forward with this testimony immediately
after having carefully read, during the nights of the
European discussions on fishing, every one of the reports
you have prepared - that your Assembly bears all the charac-
teristics that give Parliaments their dignity, in other words,
it is a place which does its work in a thorough, systematic
and meticulous manner. I have rarely read reports from
which Foreign Ministers could learn so much. I should like
to thank your Assembly and all of the Rapporteurs on their
behalf.

Ladies and Gentlemen, you asked me to come here and have
one hour's discussion with you this morning. I shall keep
my introduction as short as possible so as to leave more
room for "question-time" - that is, the exchange of views,
if it is still your custom, Mr. President, to have one. I
should like, if you would allow me, to concentrate on a few
ideas which I believe I share with you concerning the great
importance of the year 1972 that will be soon upon us. I
should like to deal with the basic European problems relating
to 1972, and also with the problems of form, that is, the
institutional problems.

Substantively, we would all probably agree that of all
the years experienced by the older among us in respect of
European development, the year about to begin will be a
crucial one. It will be the year, in fact, covering the
period between the accession of new members and the enlarged
treaty's entry into force. It will be the vital European
parliamentary year, for the accession treaties will have to
be voted on by ten parliaments, and in some countries to be
voted by referendums. It will also be a year of development,
for the master plan for setting up an economic and monetary
union between the ten countries, which was first considered at
the Summit meeting at The Hague in December 1969, must now, because of the incidents or accidents that have since occurred, be the subject of further discussions and new decisions and be set on a course such as to permit, by the 1980s the achievement of that solid, consolidating, result for Europe: an economic union linking up with customs union, with union in the agricultural sphere and above all with monetary union.

In this connection, we are very alive to the fact that the creation of a single European currency - the culmination of that effort - will be of decisive importance in creating the European "central nervous system", in other words, all the involvements which render inseparable the various elements of our economic and financial systems. The year 1972 should also be an important one, I think, for European foreign policy, for it is the events taking place around us which will compel us to see that European foreign policy and Europe itself assume their proper stature. It is in relation to the large world units - the USA, Russia, China and the countries of the southern hemisphere - that Europe must now take on its true dimension. On the extent to which we succeed in framing the broad lines of Europe's foreign policy in 1972 will depend the ability of Europe to present itself in its new guise to all those peoples anxious to know what Europe's contribution to the modern world is to be.

Lastly, 1972 will be the year when, as far as the question of institutions is concerned, we shall be at the centre of discussion.

We have institutions stemming from the Treaties of Brussels and Rome. The same seven countries will soon be associated in both institutions. Clearly, we must bend our minds more and more actively towards ensuring that in 1972 the institutions do not lag behind events.

In preparation for this vast European political transform-

ation, we are now sure of having an important appointment to keep in 1972.

The great European problems will have to be dealt with by men who bear the heaviest responsibility in leading their peoples. It is therefore right and proper that on the basis of various proposals - the first of which, if I recall correctly, emanates from President Pompidou and Chancellor Brandt - a new Summit meeting is scheduled to be held - and I hope it will be as successful as that at The Hague in 1969 - as soon as possible, as we stated at the meeting of the Foreign Ministers of the Six, and then at that of the Ten in Rome at the beginning of this month. This Summit meeting will have to meet precisely in order to tackle the problems I have briefly mentioned.

This Summit meeting of Heads of State and Government - preferably of the Ten, but in any case of the Seven or more - will take place as soon as possible after the signature of the accession treaties, and especially after provision has been
made for its detailed preparation. According to the statements by several Heads of State, who have already expressed their views on this subject, decisions will have to be taken on the three main lines of policy of the enlarged Europe that I have outlined. You will be gratified to know that the timetable — if I may use the term — for the preparatory stage and also the agenda for the Summit have already been prepared for consideration by the Rome meeting scheduled for 5th and 6th December.

I consider that the choice of the three main lines of policy selected is very much in keeping with current events.

The first decision taken in respect of this preparatory stage of the Summit — and to which the current Rome meetings give increasing point — is to take up again at the Summit, in the light of developments in the world monetary situation since 15th August, all the decisions necessary to ensure that, between the European countries at any rate, the course mapped out for achieving solid economic monetary union, following the stages envisaged in the Werner Plan, is scrupulously adhered to. The Summit must be able to give a new and decisive impetus to the resolutions approved by the Council of Ministers of the Communities in February this year. It must be able to weave a solid fabric for the economic and monetary union and thus give a new start to the construction of Europe on the firmest foundations: those relating to economic and monetary fields.

The proper course must be to await the outcome of the deliberations now proceeding in Rome: preparatory work for the Summit can be done during the months ahead, but both the Six and the Four have already decided that this will be the first theme on which decisions could be taken.

The second theme selected for consideration by the Summit meeting, which would be held next spring or in the early summer, is the establishment of the three main guidelines for a European foreign policy.

I should like to stress the importance of this choice, to which I draw attention at the outset. It seems to me that rather than talk about a political Europe, it would be better for Europe to manifest itself in various political fields. It also seems to me that Europe would show its true face more effectively were it to make choices and take decisions with a view to defining the nature of the relations it wishes to maintain with the great peoples of North America, to which it is linked by so many memories and so many reciprocal needs. We would also need to be able to define very clearly what choices are open to a unified Europe in its relations with the rest of Europe, that is, Central and Eastern Europe. It is vital for us, in that connection, not to lose the initiative in constructing a Europe free of tension, and if possible bringing about conciliation between opposing systems. Again, we have to adopt new lines of approach as regards the European Security Conference and balanced force reductions. We must see to it that the Warsaw Pact foreign ministers, now meeting,
do not take new decisions regarding Western Europe without Western Europe, as such, maintaining the initiatives we have taken as regards the other fragment of Europe that we are in process of constructing.

Let us never forget that it was the Westerners who took the initiative in favour of balanced force reductions in Europe, and that it was after having consulted our North American and European allies that we took major decisions in 1968 which have to be brought to fruition.

Finally and perhaps this is the most important point - there must, at the time of adoption by the European countries of decisions in respect of the economic and monetary union, be a major text, intimately linked therewith, establishing unified Europe's future relations with the southern hemisphere, in other words, this Europe is a major project which bears primarily on the economic field of investments, commodity prices, and industrialisation relations between our countries and those of the southern hemisphere as far as guaranteeing capital investments and large-scale infrastructural works are concerned. Europe has the right, the duty and the power, given its continuous development and the 14-year doubling of its national incomes, to sow the seeds of hope and prosperity not only in Europe but also and above all, for the rest of the world, in the southern hemisphere.
As I have repeatedly stated on recent occasions - and I am happy to be able to do so once again at an Assembly whose deliberations have so large an audience - completely new rules of trade must be drawn up, arranged and proposed by us, for Europe, against the time immediately ahead when the GATT rules are to be drastically revised. Justice and foresight dictate that our countries devise a massive European Marshall Plan, spread over a period of more than ten years, for the developing countries' benefit.

My stronglyfelt personal conviction is that action along these lines is not utopian, is not a philanthropic dream, but a sheer necessity, a duty and an act of reason, a guarantee of peace and at the same time the assurance that vast and essential markets will be opened up.

Such are the fields chosen by the representatives of the governments of the Six and the Ten as being those concerning which decisions are to be taken, at the 1972 Summit meeting of Heads of State and Government, in respect of the lines of Europe's foreign policy.

The final subject chosen for this major decision-making meeting concerns, of course, the existing institutions of a Europe which, having acquired wider dimensions through enlargement and been given new fields of activity as a result of economic and monetary union and new tasks in respect of political unification, must obviously have institutions appropriate to its programmes.

During the interval between now and the Summit - in other words, during the next five or six months - the best thing would be for all Europeans to whom the creation of Europe is a matter of importance to do the most effective thing they can in Europe: to encourage the thinking of the Heads of the Ten States in the direction I have just referred to.

It gives me much pleasure, Mr. President, to say once again at this juncture that in scanning your records and reading your reports and the texts emanating from your discussions,
we discover a wealth of ideas and fertile suggestions relating, precisely, to the main themes with which the Summit meeting will have to deal, be it the European Security Conference or balanced force reductions in Europe - one only has to read Mr. Boyden's and Mr. Nessler's reports - or the main line of Europe's foreign policy in the southern hemisphere - and in that regard, also, I was particularly pleased to note how Mr. Judd, in his report, brought fresh thought to bear on the subject.

If all the forces building Europe concentrated their thinking on the subjects now mooted for joint consideration and decision-making by the Heads of State in 1972, we would, I think, be helping them to shoulder their heavy responsibility in determining what will probably be the future of Europe for the next ten years.

So much for the substance of the question. The points can be summed up very easily.

1972 will be a crucial year. It confronts the new Europe of the Ten with the choice of decisive lines of action. They concern not only policy-making as regards new economic and monetary groupings: they affect the birth of a foreign policy, and hence major options which will determine Europe's future aspect. Lastly, they affect the institutions.

Having spoken of what I shall call the content of Europe's action in the immediate future, I should now like to take up the question of its content - of the forms, in other words.

So long as we live - or as we still do - on abstract hopes, our concern, as the Europeans that we all are, was with political philosophy and procedural matters. You are too aware of the mysteries of foreign policies not to know that when politicians find themselves in difficulties in dealing with substantive problems, they find relief in engaging in disputes and discussions regarding institutional problems. But you are also very well aware that once action is in command - and I think this is the case today - the institutions adapt themselves to the facts, and so we are now embarking on the concrete phase so far as the European institutions are concerned.

I should now like to formulate three ideas, which seem to me to be very simple, and perhaps too simple.
Firstly, I consider it very important that, until the Summit meeting, the date of which has not yet been fixed and which should remain fairly open so as to ensure that the Heads of State and Government do not meet until they are sure of being able to reach concerted and mature decisions (this should certainly allow us five or six months' grace), the various European institutions, beginning with our own, should maintain the pace of their activities without slackening or alteration.

This applies both to the WEU Council of Ministers and to the Assembly. In the case of the latter, indeed, there is no problem. As to the Council of Ministers, there may be some, for the multiplicity of meetings of the same persons in different places will definitely take up a certain amount of time. However, it would be unwise to slow down the progress of work of our various institutions pending the Summit meeting.

To quote what you yourself said the day before yesterday, Mr. President, the main thing is to hold fast to what has been gained.

The second simple idea - and this follows from what I have so far been saying - is that the adoption of decision must, I think, be left to the Summit meeting.

I will rest with the Heads of State and Government to lay down the guidelines for the ten Ministers of Foreign Affairs, particularly on institutional matters, it having been decided at the Summit meeting at The Hague that the latter would proceed to formulate proposals for a European policy which, as you know, have already been the subject of a first report and an outline programme of work, so as to ensure that the second report which had been requested by the Heads of State would not be prepared or even started before the Summit meeting is able to take place and the Foreign Ministers are given new directives.
Accordingly - and it is at this precise point that I shall make so bold as to express a personal choice, binding only myself, among the various possible methods proposed by Lord Gladwyn in his report - it is the last one, in the final analysis, which I consider to be the best: the one which specifies that between now and the Summit no one, and especially not the Foreign Ministers should be entrusted, for the time being, with the task of further preparing any proposals regarding the European institutions before having received, at the Summit, the new directives and initiatives emanating from the Heads of State and Government.

Actually, this is no great sacrifice on the part of the Foreign Ministers, for everyone knows that their task consists precisely in preparing the Summit meeting, while leaving that major gathering vested, of course, with full responsibility.

The third simple idea is that not only in this Assembly itself but also as regards all publicity concerning the work we are doing and the positions we are adopting here - and this is something we must all aim at between now and the Summit - all of the circles engaged in formulating European thinking should strive to intensify and develop such thinking on the part of Heads of State and European and national parliaments. Nor is a contribution by political groups unwelcome in adding and concerting their thinking on the themes now widely current.
I should like to reiterate that in this respect your Assembly set a rather shining example. For it is at this point, talking of institutions, that mention should be made of all the material prepared by your Rapporteurs - the reports I have already referred to and especially the documents compiled by Lord Gladwyn, Mr. Boyden and Mr. Péronnet.

Drawing my inspiration, if I may so express myself, from this material, I should now like, on the subject of institutions, to put forward five ideas which are not, of course, the sum total of all that could be said - I would make no such claim - but which constitute "tentative" ideas, if I may use the term, and I believe that it is around the themes that I am about to outline that the Heads of State and Government should develop their thinking at their 1972 meeting.

The first tentative idea - important, I would say, despite its tentativeness - is this: we should remind ourselves that the two Treaties, our own Treaty signed here in 1948 and the Treaty of 1958 - the Treaty of Brussels and Paris, and the Treaty of Rome - contain the whole range of commitments that will soon bind seven States out of ten, and these two Treaties are really complementary.

In one of them, as Mr. Schuman reminded us the other day when he presided over the meeting of WEU Ministers - and he reiterated three times - the future of WEU is considered by each of the member governments as decisive and, if I may put it thus, as absolutely indispensable in the construction of Europe.

Indeed, the Treaty which occasions our presence here today contains commitments on political unification more forcefully expressed than in any other European treaty subsequently concluded, just as the system of concerting policies is already spelled out in full in the Brussels Treaty documents, to which we must accordingly go on referring. Similarly, our Treaty contains special commitments for a fifty-year period in the sphere of European defence - commitments which are likewise not to be found in such detailed form in any subsequent treaty.

It would be out of the question, therefore, to scrap what has been achieved through these mutual commitments on structures for the very reason that in no other treaty so far concluded can they be found expressed with equal force and precision.

In the other Treaty, that of Rome, we find by way of complement commitments on the supranational organisation of agricultural economy and customs systems; pledges of joint action, which today are being honoured, in furtherance of economic and monetary union; and above
all, as the culmination of this will to unification, community structures along increasingly perfected lines. For this is a community, it can be said in passing, which today possesses its own resources, supranational resources matching its own expenditure, with all that that in its turn implies for unification, since a political community which has its own resources has obviously come of age, if I may use the term, and is no longer a minor, no longer a ward, but master of its own finances.

And so, at the 1972 Summit meeting, the political aims, in the broad sense enshrined in these two Treaties, should not only be confirmed - that goes without saying - but should be brought up to date, for the relevant decisions were taken twenty-three years ago in one case and thirteen years ago in the other.

It must, I think, be stated that it is upon these twin pillars that a soundly constructed Europe should rest, and that the more mergers there are between the aims and methods of the same peoples, acting henceforward in partnership, the better it will be.

The second idea concerning our aims and institutions - I trust I shall not be misunderstood - is that we must move forward - and I must, of course, stress the use of that term - towards a unified Europe, towards unity in respect of legislative, executive, judicial and community power so as to cover the whole range of specific activities in every field.

I refer at this point to one of the observations contained in Lord Gladwyn's report - an observation which I fully endorse - to the effect that the progress made in economic unification and that made in concerting diplomatic action and defence have not proceeded side by side, and that in consequence we find a certain imbalance in the developments in one direction and in the other. This is a fact.

So long as the ten countries do not possess unified sources of supply, particularly of basic industrial materials, so long as these sources remain different, or in other words so long as the big European industrial companies are not transnational, some aspects of diplomacy and even some aspects of military policy might prove difficult to harmonise. This, too, is self-evident.

We are, however, well aware that we are moving towards such industrial unification, towards unification of the sources of supply in the major European transnational companies. The process will take time, but as it moves towards realisation, it will be easier to unify our diplomatic policies. Thus community action is
more intensive in one sector than in another; but this difference does not necessarily imply differences in the decision-making machinery for policies which are from the outset, or at least henceforward, interdependent.

It would be impossible to have a unified medium-term economic policy for a Europe in process of unification if, for example, the main budgetary heads in the different States continued to show divergencies.

Clearly, the aim of economic unification is to draw up budget plans in such a way that States continue to enjoy great flexibility and independence in their choice of internal arrangements but that the main budgetary heads ultimately harmonise. In the case of social policies at a particular juncture, in that of economic policies in general, and in that of investment policies, there could be no question of not proceeding at a given moment to introduce a certain measure of unification.

Similarly, there could not be four separate foreign policies for the Seven and for the Ten, with one set of policies conducted in one compartment and the other set in another. This would in the long run result in incoherence.

Already now, indeed, foreign trade in the Communities is unified. By this I mean that the major trade agreements are unified within the Communities and the enlarged Communities.

Again, solid links have already been forged with the southern hemisphere - another facet of foreign policy - within the Communities, and they hold out promise of fresh developments in the Communities' economic and trade policies. One goes hand in hand with the other. It would be impossible for us to conduct a policy based on trade and investment in our relations with the southern hemisphere unless we concerted them very closely with our own policies of economic and trade development.

Lastly, it would be out of the question to have different instruments for foreign policies in the realms of defence and diplomacy which would remain separate in different compartments. Temporarily, yes; with all the patience required, yes; with the subtlety of step-by-step and progressive development, yes! But the aim of Europeans must be this: we must urge the unity of the ultimate institutions in a spirit of realism based on a sense of evolutionary progress.

The third idea - and I am looking still further ahead, if I may - is that one day it will be necessary for all of us, with due caution and letting evolution
take its course, to move forward - and that means making a beginning - towards a community executive. Nothing would be worse than to allow the unity of command to be diluted.

I should like to give an example taken from the internal structure of the European Communities as they are at present constituted. We could not possibly run the risk - a risk to which we shall be constantly exposed if we are not on our guard - of having one "green" Europe and a whole spectrum of other Europe: for economic and monetary matters, foreign trade, co-operation in development, and so on. All these are aims already covered by the Communities.

It is obvious that if we had different Councils of Ministers for each of these activities, without co-ordination between them, nothing but incoherence would result.

In each of our States, there is only one Council of Ministers and numerous departments. In a unified Europe it would be a major weakness were there to be as many or nearly as many Councils of Ministers as there are ministerial departments.

We are told that one Europe can be political and the other economic. Yes, that is true enough, given time and the evolutionary process. In the last resort, however, as we well know, nothing is purely political and nothing is purely economic and monetary. It is clear that at the present Rome meeting it is not solely questions of monetary interest which the countries of the Community are taking up, so to speak, as they face the United States, Japan and other large nations. They are also espousing major political interests and technical interests.

My fourth reflection is that we must move forward - and I would still stress that expression, for it signifies that things will not happen from one day to the next, that years will be required - towards a single enhanced parliamentary authority in a unified Europe.

The important point, to my mind, is not whether there will be one single assembly or two assemblies - and for my part, I consider the bicameral system to be reasonable, provided each assembly has its allotted fields of activity or special rights of initiative; whether one should be an assembly of peoples and the other an assembly of States; or whether these assemblies - as one of you suggested - should be for institutions, that would for a transitional period be different, composed of the same or other persons. All this gives us food for thought, and will have to be decided in due course.
One thing I do know is that among the wealth of ideas presented for consideration, a key suggestion was made by my colleague, Michael Stewart, whom I greet with particular warmth, when he proposed that the members of the European parliaments should be elected by the peoples, some of them to serve in the National Assembly and the others in the international assemblies. They should, however, be elected in the same manner, and there should be a sort of combined election so that the peoples would be invited to elect their representatives simultaneously for both kinds of assembly, on the understanding that those who were members of the international assemblies would also be delegates to their respective national assemblies, in which of course they would sit.

I regard all this, Gentlemen, as a demonstration of the creativeness of your work. Every day new and fruitful ideas come to increase the store from which we can draw when the final decision is taken.

Given all this, a wide range of possibilities is open to us, the vital point, and the one on which we should all be agreed, being that the European legislative authority must progressively acquire the right to formulate European law. Were we to concern ourselves unduly with methods, with the composition of the assemblies, with their mode of recruitment or their competence, we should perhaps have a comfortable feeling of furthering the construction of Europe, but what purpose could be served by apportioning non-existent powers, or powers which existed only on paper or were merely apparent? The crux of the problem is to ensure the rapid evolution, as we build up Europe, of a truly legislative authority - a deliberative and decision-making body.

I should like, if I may, to make one last point, namely, that the certainty of making progress will depend on the extent to which responsibilities are progressively transferred from the national authorities to a supranational authority.

I shall repeat here what I said from this rostrum a year ago on the same subject:

It seems to me that national States will agree all the more readily to restrict their sovereignty if two precautions are observed.

The first is that the transfers of power to the Community should not take place en bloc but to a certain extent item by item, in accordance with pre-established concrete objectives. I believe that the method which
was used within the European Communities to transfer pooled resources derived from the States' own resources provides an example in this respect, as do the decisions taken with regard to the economic and monetary union. It would be created by stages, through progressive transfers. This, I consider, is a point we should constantly bear in mind: we must not bite off more than we can chew, we must not try and tackle everything at once, and we must prescribe stages for progressive transfers from the national authorities to the supranational authority.

Next, it would be desirable in most cases for powers to be delegated at the initial stage before it becomes possible to surrender them. This prospect would seem, in any event, to provide the European Communities and particularly the Commission with wide opportunities. Arrangements of this kind already apply in respect of the agricultural policies administered by the Commission except where major policy decisions are concerned or decisions taken by the Commission are countermanded by a unanimous decision of the Council. It would be very important to delegate the supranational powers to well-defined organs, on the clear understanding that these delegated powers could be withdrawn from them until such time as their powers become absolute.

Finally, and this concerns the Assemblies and the Council of Ministers alike, it appears that the powers they end up with will be all the wider, in that the delegates of States will still be participating in decision-making for a long time to come. There will be greater willingness to extend the powers of the Council of Ministers of the Communities, of the new Executive Council, if the latter continues to be composed, as the French Head of State proposes, of Ministers who remain members of their national governments. This, I think, would be the prudent course for the national parliaments will be more willing to surrender power to the extent that they feel they still keep sufficient hold on the reins to enable them to check and guide the action of those they have delegated. Perhaps it would be possible, therefore, in constituting the Assemblies, to have a proportion of directly elected members and indirectly elected members. But the ideas put forward by Mr. Stewart in that connection are, I repeat, extremely judicious.

Similarly, it may well be that the powers vested in the Assemblies may be more generously imparted were the Assemblies to be constituted in part along the lines you have envisaged.
In expressing myself thus, I am of course merely interpreting present trends and lines of thought regarding the political structures of Europe, for I consider it wrong to advocate these of too abstract a nature.

Any new mission undertaken by Europe in the making must be matched by a new accession of authority evenly distributed between the existing European institutions capable of reaching rapid decisions. That, to me, is the most important consideration.

What I have tried to do today, Mr. President, is to pinpoint the importance of the process to which we are committed. My aim has been to group together the major themes for the decisions which have to be taken - and which will be taken, so we are promised - at a conference of Heads of State and Government to be held in 1972. It has been a matter of gratification for me to reflect that all this is in the public province, that we can jointly discuss the actual content of, and jointly prepare, the deliberations of the Heads of State and Government, and that the choice made of subjects, while still open to critical examination, seems to be on the right lines.

The Summit meeting will likewise have to take a whole range of decisions concerning the institutions, and encouragement and development of preliminary thinking on the subject are therefore well-advised. This is a matter that cannot be left to Governments alone. Your Assembly has special powers and special authority to discuss it and your Committees, which have prepared this debate so well, will doubtless wish to continue to contribute their own even more carefully thought-out ideas on these subjects.

On our efforts to ensure that the general range of our deliberations matches, if I may say so, the level of this event, which I regard as unique and of vast importance, will depend the degree to which we shall bring to bear on the year 1972 the full impact of the work we have progressively built up in preceding years.

We have come to the great moment of decision. My conviction is that should we fail to take it in 1972, we shall have failed to keep a vital date, and that the whole world would blame us for having fallen short, at that stage, of the demands set by our own history and by world history also.

I should like to conclude, Mr. President, by saying that in addressing you today as a member of my Government and as a member of the various institutions - since our countries and our governments are involved in the whole gamut of European institutions - I endorse one of the reflections you yourself voiced in your inaugural address, namely, that confronted with the importance of the work that awaits us and the responsibilities that must be taken, we are
condemned - and I speak equally for every one of our countries, for every one of our multinational organisations and for every one of our governments in their relations with their Assembly - "to always being wrong without the other, and to never being right except together".

Those were your very own words, Mr. President, it was because of this urge to find this unanimity of thought that I have had so much pleasure, Mr. President, Ladies and Gentlemen, in addressing you this morning. And now, if such is your wish, I shall spend a few more moments here to listen to your own reflections and to hear the questions you have to put. (Loud applause).